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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a system that automatically identifies
drum overhead-microphone tracks out of multi-track
recordings. The system is designed to perform a binary
classification between drum overhead-microphone tracks
and the rest based on the following characteristics that are
commonly observed in drum overhead-microphone tracks:
A) more onsets than the other drum tracks B) catch more
percussive sounds than non-percussive C) high onset
coincidence with the other percussive tracks. The system is
evaluated against 21 multi-track recordings that involve
harmonic tracks (e.g. Vocal, Guitar, Piano, …) as well as
drums. The system achieved a recall of 95.23% on drum
overhead-microphone tracks (42 tracks) and a recall of
92.14% on the rest of the tracks (458 tracks).
1.

INTRODUCTION

Musical instrument labels are one of the most basic and
important pieces of meta-data for multi-track recordings.
There are several studies for automatic musical instrument
identification (e.g. [1]) that are expected to be applicable
for automatic labeling. However, the concept is not
directly applicable for drum overhead-microphone tracks
as they are intended to catch the sound coming from the
entire drum set instead of a specific target.
A possible option for the identification of drum overheadmicrophone tracks is extending the concept of drum
transcription for polyphonic audio (e.g. [2]). However, it is
hard to build a general system that works for any input
source as the transcription-based approach usually relies
on models or knowledge of sounds lying in a polyphonic
signal. On the other hand, Ronan et al. [3] tried automatic
subgrouping of multi-track audio using audio features and
clustering. The idea is more or less relevant even though it
does not directly address the identification of individual
tracks.
The most relevant work is done by Scott and Kim [4].
They tried an automatic classification of drum tracks,
including overhead-microphone, by means of global
feature for an entire track and a multi-class SVM classifier.
Following the concept, this paper proposes a method for
an automatic identification of drum overhead-microphone
tracks based on the feature extraction for each onset
instead of global feature for an entire track. There are
advantages in the onset-based approach as it allows

focusing on the following three characteristics that are
commonly observed in drum overhead-microphone tracks:
A) more onsets than the other drum tracks.
This is quite reasonable as they are intended to catch
the entire drum set.
B) catch more percussive sounds than non-percussive.
The overhead-microphones are expected to catch more
percussive drum sounds even if there are interferences
coming from non-percussive sources.
C) high onset/offset coincidence with the other drum tracks.
If a drum is played, the sound is caught by a dedicated
microphone located close to the drum, as well as the
overhead microphones. This results in a high
onset/offset coincidence between the overheadmicrophone tracks and the other drum tracks.
Another advantage of the proposed system is being
designed to be general and robust against any input source
as it only requires a general classifier between percussive
sound and non-percussive sound.
2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 1. System overview.
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Fig.1 illustrates the overview of the proposed system. The
audio signals have onset/offset detection applied as a first
step. The onset detection is done by a simple method based
on temporal envelope. Onset is identified as a minimum of
the envelope function just prior to a peak in the envelope
function. Small peaks in the envelop function are ignored
by a threshold in order to cancel the contribution of noise
and small interferences coming from other sources. The
corresponding offset is identified at a time location which
first satisfies either of i) start of the next onset, or, ii)
envelope becomes less than the 60% of a previous peak.
The audio signal between onset and offset is sliced into
frames with hop size of 128 samples and FFT size of 1024
samples at a sampling rate of 12 kHz. 13-dimensional
MFCC vectors are computed for each frame and they are
finally summarized into a set of 65-dimensional features:
MFCC average over frames (13 dimensions),
MFCC variance over frames (13 dimensions),
Initial 3 DCT coefficients obtained by applying the
DCT against the initial 8 frames of MFCC value for
each MFCC dimension. (3 × 13 = 39 dimensions).
The last aims to capture the temporal behavior of timbre in
the vicinity of attack [5].
The 65-dimensional feature vector is fed to a SVM
classifier that is to give a binary prediction if a sound
belongs to percussive sound or non-percussive sound. The
training is done beforehand using 3626 instances (1813
instances for each class). All the training data comes from
clean sound without any interference. They are the
combination of the RWC musical instrument sound
database [6], home recordings and commercial libraries.
Train and test with 10-fold cross validation achieved
96.73% average accuracy in F-measure.
The outputs of the SVM classifier are summarized into
“percussiveness”, a ratio for the number of percussive
onsets and non-percussive onsets in a track.
The “percussiveness” is utilized to emphasize the
contribution of percussive tracks at the computation of
“inter-track onset coincidence”. This is a summary of the
onset-offset overlap durations against all the other tracks.
The “onset rate” is the number of onsets in a track
normalized by that of the track having most onsets.
A track is finally identified to be drum overheadmicrophone if it clears all the thresholds for the three
criteria corresponding to A-C described in the previous
section.
3.

EXPERIMENT

An experiment was performed against 21 multi-track
recordings in the format of sampling rate = 12 kHz, bit
depth = 8 bit. They are all those recordings that include at
least a drum overhead-microphone track out of multi-track
recordings available from [7] in wav format. The tracks
named “room”, “MonoDr” and “beat” were eliminated
beforehand in order to simplify the experiment. Finally 42
drum overhead-microphone tracks and 458 “the rest”
tracks were selected out of the 21 recordings.

After parameter tuning on the threshold for A-C, the
system finally achieved a recall of 40 / 42 = 95.23% on the
overhead-microphone tracks and a recall of 422 / 458 =
92.14% on the rest of the tracks. Note that neither
precision nor F-measure makes sense in this case as the
definition implicitly assumes that positive and negative
instances are equally balanced in the test data. However, it
is not the case in this experiment as the ratio is 42:458.
The 458 – 422 = 36 of the errors on “the rest” come from
the Snare (18), Hi-Hat (12), Percussion (3), Guitar (2),
Bass (1) tracks, respectively. The reason for the error in
the Snare track is because the signals observed at
overhead-microphones sometimes get close to that of the
Snare track depending on the phrase and microphone
arrangement. On the other hand, the reason for Hi-Hat is
because it catches both Hi-Hat and Snare due to the
microphone that is usually located close to Snare.
Therefore, the observation in a Hi-Hat track becomes like
a mixture of both Hi-Hat and Snare that is likely to get
close to the observation at an overhead-microphone.
4.

CONCLUSION

A system for automatic identification of drum overheadmicrophone track is proposed. The system finally achieved
a recall of 95.23% on the overhead-microphone tracks and
a recall of 92.14% on the rest of the tracks.
5.
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